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In recent years, with the rapid growth of Chinese economic and the improvement of 
personal disposable income of consumers, luxury market is now quickly developing.  
China almost has become the paradise of luxury, and the expanding luxury advertising 
marketing become to the focus of discussion either in academy area or industry area. But 
the previous researches on luxury advertising were concentrated on the luxury from the 
fashion magazine with case study. However, the media choosing of luxury advertising is 
changing ，to be more precisely and refine. This paper tried to break through the 
limitation in case study of the fashion magazine luxury brand, combing with political, 
economic and cultural factors to do a deep research on the characteristics of luxury print 
advertising. 
The research used the method of content analysis. The 1189 ad samples are selected 
from Caijing magazines dated from 2005 to 2011. More than 20 variables which including 
brand name, model-image, advertising appeals and others were set up to code the samples. 
Then the results were discussed. 
The findings of this paper summarized as follows：Despite the economic situation, the 
luxury goods advertising in general is still in a rising state；Jewelry/ watches and luxury 
cars make the most advertising in the Caijing magazine . Luxury advertising has the 
obvious characteristic of advertising on holiday times. High-frequency and multi-repeat is 
the most important luxury advertising media strategy. Luxury advertising performance is 
relatively homogeneous, always concentrate on product and brand message .Advertising 
becomes the carriers of the symbolic desire. The picture is the main part of the advertising, 
while the text is a minor part of that. Self-centered image of the adult male is the sketch of 
the luxury goods advertising on the main consumers of luxury goods in China。There are 
difference in the advertising strategy between each kinds of luxury，advertising strategies 
of jewelry /watches and luxury cars are more diverse and mature. Prices prompt will 
always be appeared in the high-value luxuries advertising , which including jewelry 















At last，this paper gave some suggestions for luxury advertising and limitations of the 
research．It may be beneficial to the research of luxury advertising aftertime，and also be 
used for the professional workers of luxury advertising. 
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称，2011 年中国内地奢侈品消费增幅达 25%-30%，市场规模首度突破 1000 亿元人民
币。照此速度发展，中国 2012 年的奢侈品贸易和消费超将过日本成为全球第一1。
据意大利奢侈品企业协会 Altafamma 预测，2011—2014 年间，我国奢侈品消费增速
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